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I. DCPS Standards:  

8.1.11 Describe the work of pioneers of physics and 

cosmology, such as Nicholas Copernicus, Galileo Galilei, 

Johannes Kepler, Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein, Lise 

Meitner, etc. 

8.7.2 Observe and explain that when the forces on an 

object are balanced (equal and opposite forces that add 

up to zero), the motion of the object does not change. 

8.7.3 Explain how an unbalanced force acting on an object 

changes the object’s speed or direction of motion or 

both. 

 

II. Goals: 

Students will understand how Newton’s laws describe the 

basic characteristics of moving objects. 

Students will recognize the motion of a deflated balloon 

as illustrating Newton’s third law of motion.  

 

III. Objectives:  
Students will analyze the force of a deflating balloon on 

the air in it and the reaction force of the air on the 

balloon as it deflates. 

 

IV. Prerequisite Knowledge: Newton’s First Law of Motion 

is that an object that is not acted on by a force 

does not change its state of motion; it either 

remains at rest or moves at constant velocity.  This 

is just a special case of Newton’s Second Law of 

Motion: An object of mass m that is acted on by a 

force F accelerates in the direction of force by the 

amount a=F/m. Newton’s Third Law of Motion is that a 



force exerted on A by B is accompanied by an equal 

and opposite reaction force on B by A. 

 

V. Essential Questions:  

Why does an deflating balloon travel in the opposite 

direction from that in which it emits air? What is the 

difference in response if the balloon is inflated more or 

less than before? 

 

VI. Materials: One or several balloons. 

 

VII. Differentiating Instruction: This activity should 
pose no problem to speakers of English. 

 

VIII.Rationale: This activity provides a vivid 

illustration of Newton’s Third Law, and gives the 

students a rudimentary demonstration of jet 

propulsion. 

 

IX. Activity Procedure The instructor begins by 

reviewing Newton’s laws.  The instructor then 

discusses the third law in more detail, emphasizing 

that all forces occur in action-reaction pairs. Jet 

propulsion can be used as an example.  Student 

volunteers (one at a time) are used to inflate and 

release a balloon; the first slightly and the last 

almost fully. The balloons fly a short distance and 

are then retrieved and discarded. 

 

X. Evaluation and Assessment: Students are to explain 

how this process demonstrates Newton’s Third Law.  

What is the force on the balloon that propels it? 

[The reaction force from the air that is being 

pushed out of it.]  What are the directions of these 

forces? [The force of the balloon on the air is 

“backward”; and the air exerts an equal but 



oppositely directed force on the balloon that pushes 

it “forward”.]  The students are asked to compare 

the length of flight time to the various amounts of 

inflation. What would be the analog in jet 

propulsion? [The balloon that is inflated more has 

more fuel.] Can one guess a difference between this 

process and that of a real rocket or airplane? [In a 

real rocket the exhaust gases are produced by 

combustion.  That means care must be taken in the 

design.] Students write their own statement in their 

lab notebooks saying what this demonstration has 

shown them about forces. 

 

 


